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HILBERT MODULES AND THEIR REPRESENTATION
by
Alonso TAKAHASHI
"'-Abstract. A Hilbert module over a eft-algebra
A with identity is an unitary A-module H~ endo~.
ed with an inner product taking values in A.
We consider these modules and derive some of their
elementary properties. Later we consider fields
of Hilbert modules and obtain a representation of
H by means of continuous sections. This result
will be used in other papers ([7] and [8]) to get
a duality theorem and to study special Hilbert mo
dules.
and
§ 1. Introduction. Given a Hilbert space
I-I X· I Cb(X,H)'a topo oglca space et De
H
the
set of all bounded continuous functions s:X + H
and let Cb(X) be the C*-algebra of all bounded
continuous complex functions on X. Then Cb(X,H)
is a C b (X )-,mod u1 e wit h poi nt w is e de fin ed 0per a·-
... I •
tions. In a similar way we can define an "inner
product" on Cb(X,H) with values in Cb(X).
Indeed, if s,t E:Cb(X,H) then <s/t>:X .....C is
defined by <s/t>(x):: <s Cx Jj t Cx ) for each x E:X.
This inner product satisfies the formal properties
of the inner product in an ordinary Hilbert space.
bC (X,H) is a "Hilbert module" andWe say that
that Cb(X) i.s its ~':C -algebra of scalars.
Now, if E:: X x ~ and n:X x H .....X is the
projection onto the first factor we can identify
Cb(X,H) with the space rb(n) of all bounded
continuous global sections in the fiber structure
(E,n,X), i.e. the space of all bounded continuous
maps o:X + E with noo = ix. Indeed, for each
s:X + H in Cb{X,H) we define a=o :X .....E by
s
letting o{x):. (x,s{x» for each x c X. Then
o E: rb{n) and the map s ~ 0 is an isomorphisms
of Cb(X,H) onto rb(n). Note that rr-1(x)::
{ X} x H = H fo I' all .-X .X'i:;. s ~,e. each fiber is
(isomorphic to) the given Hilbert space H.
A fiber structure of the type just considered
is called trivial. More generally we can consider
fiber structures (E,n,X) such that each fiber
n-1(x) is a Hilbert module over a c*-algebra




of structure is called a field of Hilbert modules;
it carries (G~p~X)
~r;:
along a field f C -algebra
vwhose fibe s or stalks are the A s 0 In this
rb(7f)
x bcase is a Hi.lbert module over r (p), the
'tt~C ~algebra of all bounded continuous global sec~
ions of po We prove that any Hilbert module over
.!J.
an arb'trary Cn~algebra A (with ident"ty) can
be represented as the Hilbert module of all bound~
ed global sections in a canonical field 7f of Hil-
bert modules whose base space is the complete reg~
larization of the primitive ideal space of A
{which turns out to be homeomorphic to the maximal
ideal space of the center of A)o The essential
tool we use is the general representation theory
developed by Dauns and Hofmann in [1] and in par-
ticular the generalization of the Gelfand~Naimark
theorem given thereo
Hilbert modules were introduced by Kaplansky
in [6] under the name of C*-modules and the atten
tion was focused in the case in which the C*-alge-
...
bra of scalars is a commutative AWn-algebrao This
*particular kind of Hilhert module (AW -mo dule s or Kaplan~
ky-Hilbert modules) was considered in [31 and [6J
in the study of algebras of Type Io More recently
JoDoMo Wright [10) has studied operators on a Ka-
plansky-Hilbert module.
On the other hand, uniform fields of Hilbert
spaces were used by Godement in [4J and were fur-
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ther studied by Dixmier and Douady in [3] There
the theory was also applied
gebraso
*o the study of C-al-
The representation of Hilbert modules mentioned
above is used to establish a close relationship
between Hilbert modules and fields of Hilbert spa~
ceso In fact, it can be proved ([7]) that with a
suitable definition of rnorphism~ the class ~ of
all Hilbert modules with commutative C*-algebra of
scalars and the class Y of all fields of Hilbert
spaces with compact base space become categories~
and these categories are equivalent.
These ideas can be used ([8]) to study the
Kaplansky-Hilbert modules by considering fields
of Hilbert spaces with compact extrernally dis-
connected base spaceo
The ideas of this paper appeared first in the
author's doctoral dissertarion, written at Tulane
University in 1971 ~nder Professor KoHo Hofmann
to whom the author is g~atefuloSome o~our results.'are stated in Professor Hofmann's survey "Repre-
sentation of Algebras By Continuous Sections", Bull
of the AoMoSo 78, 3 (1972) pp. 291-3720
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§ 2. Hilbert modules. We first introduce pos~.t.tive hermitian forms with values in a Cft-algebra
A~ and prove a generalized version of the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. From this result many of the
subsequent properties follow using formally the
same arguments as in the case of ordinary inner
product spaces.
,'cLet A be a C -algebra with identity and let
H be a unitary module over A ; we say that A
{~is the C -algeb~a on ~cala~~ of H. Since
i = iAt:.A we can, and will, identify each )..E:C
with )..o1AE:. A and so H becomes a complex vector
spaceo
2 001 • De fin i t ion • A he~mitian 60~m on I-! with
value.& in A is a map <I>: H x H -+ A such that
for all x ,x' , yeH and all a C. A, the following
conditions hold:
(1) <x+x'IY> = <xly~ + <x' Iy>
( 2 ) <axly> = a<xly>
( 3 ) <ylx> <xly> *= .
It easily follows that:
(1' ) <x/y+y'> = <xly> + <xIY'>
*<x!ay> = <xly>a( 2' )
(3') <x l x > is self adjoint, and
5
(2") for all >.t::t, <>'xly> = >'<xIY> and
<xl>.y> = >'<xly>
A pair of elements x,YE:H is said to be oJr..tho
gona£. (with respect to the hermitian form <I> ) , if
<xly> = o . Given any subset S ~ H, the set of all
xcH which are orthogonal to each one of the ele-
~
ments of s is denoted by s
The hermitian form <I> is said to be po~itive
if
(4) for all x E: H, <x ]x> E: A+ •
It is de6inite if
( 5 ) for all x E: H, <x Ix> = 0 ~ x = o.
A positive definite hermitian form is called an
inneJr.. pJr..oduct (with values in A).
2.02. Proposition. (The Cauchy-Schwarz ine-
qual.ity). 16 < I> i~ a po~itive heJrmitia.n 6oJr..mon
H then
<xly> <xly>* , ~ cyly> I.<xlx>
601l. any paill. 06 e£.ement~ x,y in H.
Proof. Take a c A and E> 0 arbitrary. We have
o ~ cx-aylx-ay> = cxlx>-<xly>a*-acylx>+ a<yly>a* •
6
Since ~'~aa ~ 0 we also have
Let M:: sup[sp<yly>] = l/<yly>!i~ 0 , so that
sup[sp«yly>t8.1A)] = M t E.
If we define z = <v !v> t E.1A
exists and inf[Sp z-lJ = l/(MtE).
[ ( ]
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I -1a = <x y>z • Since z is positive,
,~ -1 I ~:self-adjoint, we have a =z <x y> .
~:and a ~n the inequality above we
get:
I I -1 I * I· -1 I *O~ <x x>-<x s>» <x y> -<x y>z <x y>
+<xly>z-l.z z-l <xly>* ,
that is
Thu s <x I y> z - 1< x I y>'':~ < x I x > • But ina nyC ~:_..a1g ~
bra A we have c a c* ~ c b c* wheneve~ a ~ b,
a,b,ct:A, ([2J,1.6.8). Then, from
o < [ 1/ (M+ E )] 1 A ~ z - 1 it f 0110w s t hat
Then o ~ 1 <xly><xly>* ~ <xix> that isMt£
7
s;
a ~ <x/y> <x/y>ft ~ (M+E) <xly>.
Since A+ is closed ([2J, 1.6.1), we obtain
a ~ <xly> <xly>* ~ M <xix> ••
When A is commutative we can get a sharper
result:
203. Corollary. (The commutative case). I6
~n the above p~opo4ition A ~4 abelian, then
<xly><xly>* ~<xlx> <yly> .
Proof. An in the proof of the proposition we
obtain
I -1<x y>z I
...
< x s>" .~ <xix> .
, ~\.
Multiplyingthis inequality by z we get
.t.
<xly><xly>ft ~ <xlx><yly> + E <xix> ,
for arbitry E > O. This implies the corollary. -
2.04. Example. Set H = A = all 2 x 2 complex
matrices, and for define <xly> *x,YE:H = x Y .
This is a positive hermitian form on H with va-
lues in A = H and if we take
8
:]
then x,y ~ H, but
* __[100]<x Ix><yly>-<xly><xly> -1
which is no~ positive. This example shows that
the more pleasant result 2003 is not necessarily
true for A non-commutative.
20050 Proposition. (Numerical Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality) 0 16 <I> a PO-6-it-ive helLrrr-it-ian60ILm on H
and x, y E: H then,
* +Proof. Since in any C -algebra, a,bE:A . and
a ~ b imply liar ~ Ilbll ([2], 1.6.9), the asser
tion follows from 2.02. •
2.06. Lemma. Let <I> be a pO-6-i.tive helLmit-ian
60ILm on H with value-6 inA,let m be a elo-6ed
2--6ided -ideal 06 A. Then 601L eaeh x€ H, the 60-
llowing a-6-6elLtion-6 aILe equivalent :
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(i ) < x I x> E: m ,
(ii) < x I y> c m ,
(ii.i) <y I x> em.
Proof. Clearly (iii) <=* (ii) => (i). So let
us prove (i) =* (ii): There exists a family
{n·}.'I1 1-:.
of A
of non-null irreducible representations
such that m = .n ker(7T.), ([2]~ 2.9.7).
1{'. I 1
are C*-homomorphisms they pre-Since the 7T.'S
1
serve products, adjoint and positiveness, and so
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality <xly><xly>*
'~<yly>~<xlx> implies:
So, if we suppose <xix>€: m , i .e • 7T.«x Ix > ) = 01
for all i E: I, we have
IIn.«x/Y»/1 II1fi«x I y> ) I ...~k= 7T.«X Y»"12 = 01 1
that is ni«xly» = 0, for all i~,L Then
<xIY>E: m (for arbitrary v « H). I
0#'
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2.07. Lemma. In the
H = {xE:H : <xlx>cm}m
A-~ubmodule 06 H , and
~etting 06 2.06 de6ine




Proof: First suppose X,Y E: H and a ~ A. We
m
have <x+Ylx+y> - <xlx>+<xly>+<ylx>+<yly> where
<x/Y>,<Ylx> E: m by 2.06. Thus <x+ylx+y> E: m,
that is x+ye: H. Also <ax I ax> = a<x I x>a * C mm
because <x I x> C m and this is an ideal. Now take
x c H and a e n • Then <a x j ax > = a<xlax>E:m.
2.08. Proposition. Let <I> be a po~itive he~-
mitian 60~m on H with value~ in A and let m be a
eLo sed 2 -~ided ideal 0n A • Take ~,n E: H IHm and
C1 E: Aim , ~ay ~ = x+H , n = y+H and C1 = a+mm m
whe~e x,YE: H and a e A. Ve6ine:
~ + n = x+y+H m C1~ = ax+H m
(~In) = <x j y> + m •
Then the~e de6inition~ a~e independent 06 the ~e-
p~e~entative~; H/H i~ a unita~y Aim-module andm
(/) i~ an inne~ p~oduc.t on H/H with value~ inm
Aim.
Proof. Addition is well defined because Hm
is an additive subgroup of
Now suppose a-a' c m and x-x' E: H
m , then
11
ax - a'x'i ~ a Lx-oc ' )+(a-a' )x'
Also
.,. J': . "'iiI _ _ . r
But a (x-x' ) E: H b ecau se this is an -A.::submodule.
m ' )' I' ~ 11-
(a-a,;J)x'E:'H because mHCH (2.07).
-m \ - IJl t.







~- ,, . .
<xly~-<x' [v '> =
.. ..... t»
r ,.
<x-x' Iy> + <~, Iy-y'>r. .
~E~; ~
and since x-x' € H ~<x-x' Ix-x'>€:-m then-~ m - .
<x-x' IY>E:'m " by 2.06. - Similarly <x'ly-y'>€m,
and so <xIY>-<x' /y'>E: m , We readily check that
H/~m ~s ~h~~~a unitar~ ~/m-module and that (I)
is a posi;ive,her~itian £orm. It is also definite,
• f
ind~ed, for t = x+~m. ~e have_




.... t = 0 (=H ).
m
This completes the proof. -
Since there is no' danger- of corlfusion we will
write'<I> instead of tl)~ ;The pro~~~itfbn jusi
proved will be needed later; now we will use a
particular instance of it to describe the canoni-
cal way to get an inner product out of a positive
herm i tian form .
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2009. Corol iaryo Le~ <I> be a po~~tive he~m~-
t~an 60~m 0n H w~th va.lue~ ~n A and .let N :: {x E: H:
<xix> = o} 0 Then W ~A an A-~ubmodule 06 H,and ~6
/
6o~ xtN and y+N ~n H/N and 60~ a c A we de6~ne
(x+ N )+ (Y tN )= x+ Y +N, a (x + N )= a x +N , (x+NIy+ N )= < x Iy> ,
then H/N ~~ a un~ta~y A-module and (I) ~~ an ~nne~
p~oduet on H/N w~th value~ ~n A •
Proof. It suffices to appy 2.07 and 2.08 with
m = {oJ .•
Let H be a unitary A-module and <I> be an
inner product on H with values in Ao We will
discuss the following two functions:
a) The A-valued "norm"
1 1 : H -+- A+
given by Ixl = <xlx>~ for each x E:H, and
b) The numerical norm:
II II : H -+- R+
given by Ix~-I<xlx>!J:2 (=lllxll) for e a ch xE:H.
2.100 Proposition. (Norm pr-op e r-t Le sr o f"] and
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II II ) • Take XiY in H a.nd a -<.n Ao
The.n:
1) (i) Ix I :: o ~ .. x = a
if A .£.6 c.ommutat.£ve.:
(ii) Ix+yl ~ I x I + Iyl , a.nd
(iii) laxl = I a I I x ] whe.JLe. I a I ::: (a {: ) ~a •
2 ) ( L) llax/I~ Ia II ~ x II ~ and
(i i) ~<x I y> II .< II x II Iy II·
3) The. 6u.nc.t.£on rJ i6 an oJLd.£naJLy noJLm on H.
Proof. 1) (i)
1Ix I ::: <x x >~ :: a ~ <x Ix >
= O.(~x:: O.





(iii) This follows from the equation <axlax> ::
a aft <x ] x> .
2) (i) ~ax~2 = I<axlax>~ = la<xlx>a*~
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(ii) This is simply 20050
3 ) Clearly IIX II' "" 0 iff x;;:;0 ~ and IIA x l- I A II x I
for A E: a; 0 As for the triangle inequality:
~X+y~2 = ~<x+ylx+y>1
~ lI<xlx>~+~<xly>~+~<xly>*~+~<yly>~
< ~x~2+2Ux~~y~+~y~2 , by 2) (ii)!
= (lxll+IlYII)2, ..
20110 Corollary. The map A x H ~ H9 (a,x)~ax
Ls c.ont-lnu.o.6 0 '
Proof. This follows from 2) (i)o •
Since we will use it several times later,we
state the following simple inequatily as a lemma:
20120 Lemma , Folt any x,y,s, r c H
Proof. Since <xly>-<slt>:<x-s!y>+<sly-t> , the
inequality follows from the triangle inequality
and 2.10, 2) (ii)o •
2.13. Proposition. The inneJt pJtoduc.t H x H - A,
(x,y) ~ <xly> i.6c.ontinuo.6.
Proof. Fix s,t c Hand 0 < E ~~ 1. If we take
15




The map H ~ A, x - <xix>
Proof. The map H ~ H x H , x - (x,x) is con-
tinuous ••
The D." defined in the last section allows us
to discuss completeness of H. introducing in this
way the notion of Hilbert module. We will also
consider the process of completing a given module
endowed with an i~ner product.
As before A will be a C*-algebra with iden
tity. ,
2.15. Definition. A p~e-HJ..lbe~t module ove~ A
is a unitary A-module H together with a positive
definite hermitian form <I> with values in A. It
is called a HJ..lbe~t module if it is complete with
respect to the norm Ilxll=l<xlx>II~,"'~x c H.
Since a pre-Hilbert module H is in particu-
lar a normed space we can construct its completion
H in the usual way by throwing in all "limits" of
Cauchy sequences in H, so that H will be a den-
16
se sub~space of Ho In order to extend the inner
- -product to H take x,Y in H and choose
{x n} , {y n} s H wit h II x - x n II -+ 0 and II y -y n II -+ o ,
Thus {xn} and {Yn} are Cauchy sequences and in
particular they are bounded, say ijx ~,~y ~ ~ Mn n
for all n •.
Taking x = xn ' Y = Yn ' s = xm and t = Ym
have II<x Iy >-<x Iy >. < M(llx -x 11+n n m m n m
which proves that t<x Iy >} is a Cau-n n
in 2.12 we
chy sequence in A. Since A is complete we can
define
m-+<Xl
lim <x iy >m . m«xly» =
provided that this limit is independent of the pa~
ticular sequences {x}, {Y }. To see this take
n, n
xl -+ x and y~ -+ y , so that ~x -x'i -+ 0 andn n n n
~Yn-y~~ -+ o. Another application of 2.12 yields
i .e • lim <x'ly'>n n = lim <x Iy >n n
We readily check that «I» ~s in fact an inner
product on H. The norm 1\1 III induced by this
inner p~04~ct coincides with the norm ~ ~ of H
considered as the completion of the normed space H.
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Indeed, take x £ Hand {x } C Hn ~ wit h 1 im x := X ~ thennn-+oo
III x I 11 2 = B < < x I x > > II := II 1i m < x I x > IIn nn-+oo
lim
n-)-oo
- 1 im II xn ~2n-+a:>
= (lim
n-+OO
II x II) 2 ;;
n Ii x 11
2
•
We will write <I> instead of «I». Now we
can state the facts discussed above in the follow
ing way:
2.16. Proposition. The eompletion 06 a p~e-
Hilbe~t module ean be made into a Hilbe~tmodule
in a natu~al way. -
2.1]. Examples. (A) Take H:= A and define
<x j y > = xy~'c'; x,y~A. Then H is a Hilbert modu
Ie over A.
(B) Let Z be the center of A and let T be a
ce~tral trace, i.e. a map A -+ Z such that (1)
T(AX+Y) = AT(X)+T(Y) (2) T(ZX) = ZT(X)
(3) T(X* x) ~ 0 and T(X* x) := 0 only if x = 0;
(4) l(X Y) :=l(Y x), and (5) T(1) = 1, for all A
in\!, x,Yc.A and z c Z.
Define
<Xly> *= T(X y ).
Then A is a pre-Hilbert module over Z.
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(c) (Kaplansky) Let B be an ~~AW -algebra of type I.
Then there exists an abelian projection e~ B
with ex ¥ 0 for all non-zero central elements
of B. Let H· eB and A = eBe. Then H is
an A~module and if we set <xly> = xy* for all
x~YE:H, it becomes a Hilbert module ([6], Theorem
8 ) 0
§ 3. Fields of Hilbert Modules. In this para-
graph we discuss the structure of the set of all
bounded continuous global sections in a field of
Hilbert modules and after that we prove the repr~
sentation theorem mentioned in the introduction.
Although our definitions are essentially those of
[1J we will state some of them in order to esta-
blish terminology in the particular situation we
are interested in 0
Let lT~E + X be a surjective function.
-1 )let EV = IT (V ; if
-1instead of E{x}(:lT (x»)
or stalk over x 0 A ~eetion
any map o:V + E such that
For each subset V <; X
V = {xl we write E x
and call it the nibe~
(0 f IT) 0 V elL V ~ Xis
IT.O = lV ; if V = X we say that 0 is a global
~ee'tion (or simply a section) of 'IT. The set ot
all section of IT is denoted L(n}.
Now suppose that the E 's are normed spaces.x
Since these fibers are pairwise disjoint no con-
f u s ion aI' i se s fro m us in g the sam e sym b 0 I 1111" to
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denote the norm in all instanceso For each
a£1:(lT) we define
[o ] = sup II a (x)11
xc X
and we say that a is bounded if la~ < + 00. The
set 1:b(lT) = {aE E(lT): a is bounded} is a normed
space with respect to pointwise addition and
scalar multiplication and the norm a~ ~a~. For
each a(:1:(lT) and each e:>0 the set
7'~(a) = {e E: E:lle-a[lT(e)]11 < e:}
c,
is called the e:-tube. a.ltound cr.
If E and X are topological spaces and the
surjection IT: E -+- X is continuos we say that
the triple (E,1T,X) is a 6ibelt ~tltuetulte. We de-
fine r(lT) = {at:. 1:(lT):a is continuos} and
rb(lT) = {aE:1:(lT):a is bounded and continuos}
= J(lT)lI1:b(1T). The set EVE = {(e,e'): e, e'
P-: E , 1T(e) = IT(e')} is always considered as a
subspace of E x E.
We introduce a 6ield addition: EVE -+- E ,
(e,e')"" e + e' , and a 6ield ~c.ala.1t multipl-ic.a.-
tio n : C x E -+- E , ( A , e)"" A e •
.The fiber structure (E,lT,X) is called a 6ield
06 noltmed l~pa.c.e,6 (cf. [1J Ch. 1., '§1 and Ch.III,§8)
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if the following conditions are satisfied:
(f.i)
with
For each e €: E
a[n(e)] :: e (we
_here exists a
b




and for such a a the sets of the form
where E • 0 and V is a neighborhood of nee) in
X, constitute a basis for the neighborhoods of e
in E.
(F.2) The field addition and scalar multiplication
are continuos. '
The following facts follow from the definitions:
(i) The set rb(~) is a normed space (subpace of
the normed space rb(v». It is also a topological
Cb(X)-module.
(ii) If all the stalks E ,x(: X, are complete so are
b x br(n) and r (n). In fact f (n) is closed in
f{n) <[1J cu . 11,1.13).
(iii) If X is compact
bthen I" CIT) -+ f(n) (ibid.).
(iv) Let X' be the same set X with a finer topolo-
gy and let E' be the set E with the topology
generated by the sets of the form wnEV' ,W open
in E ,V' open in X'. Then 'Tfi :: TI: E' X'
21
is also a field of normed spaces and f(n) is a
closed subspace of felT'), ([1] Ch. 1,1.17)0
Proof of (i ) b fb{n)aG:C{X) and o ,T E.: then
and in b SinceaO a + T are clearly E (n). the
maps a x 0: X -+ C x E with x~ Ca Lx ) ,O{x»
and 0 x T: X -+ E x E with xl-+- (O(X),T(X» are
continuous, condition (2) implies the continuity
of aO and O+T. Thus
rb{IT) and so this is a
lar AO E: fb (IT) for any
for all x E: X) so that
Eb ( IT)•
aO and O+T are in
Cb(X)-module. In particu-
A~ C (take a I x ) = A
rb{IT) i~ a subspace of
Finally, since ~a{x)o(x)~ = ~a{x)llo(x)~
~ !I a II II 0 II , we see t hat II a0 II ~ IIa II I0 II •
Thus the map
is continuous. •
In order to i1I!J>osemo.r e structure on our field
*(E,IT,X) let each fiber E be a C -algebra.x
Now we can define a 6~e~d mult~pl~cat~on:
(e,e')\0.+ e e'
and a 6~eld ~nvolut~on




We make a third assumption:
(Fo3) Field multiplication and involution are
continuous.
If for a~T c E('rr) *we define a and o r point-
wise then we can prove.
(v) The space rb{n) *is a e -algebra.
Now we want to describe the non-commutative g~
neralization of the Gelfand-Naimark theorem obtain
ed by Dauns and Hofmann in [1J (8013 and 8.14) 0
Let A be a e*-algebra with identity and let X
be the maximal ideal space of the center Z of A.
This is a (Hausdorff) compact space and it is, up
to homeomorphism the complete regularization and
the Hausdorffization of Prim A, the primitive
ideal space of A 0 For each x £ X (note that
x<; Z SA) let m Ix ) be the closed 2-sided ideal
generated by x and let M = {m{x):x E: X} ; the
map x>-+ m Cx ) is bijective: in fact x = m(x)(") Z
for each x E:. X c We will suppose that the family
~A/m{x), x E:.X, of en-algebras is pairwise disjoint
{if not we will con sid er {x} x A /m (x ) ins tea d ) .
Let E = U A/m{x) and n : E -+- X be given by
xc X
n{e) = x if eE:.A/m{x).
For each aE:A we define a map
v X E X l'+ atm(x)a : -+-
23
IIC.Learly a~r(rr) for all a c A. The sets of the
form '7'£(~) r'1Ey where £ > 0" a.:::A and Y is






A/m(x), x c X;
a c:: A, are cont i-




nuous and the map
v : A .-l!' f(1T), va t-+ a
...
is a Cn-algebra isomorphism. Then we can identify
v {VA with A = a:aE:A} (=f(rr)L Under this isomor
'"phism Z is mapped onto C(X). 1 ~ C(X).
We note that for each c c f(rr) the function
X +~, x ~ ~(l(x)~ is upper semi-continuous
([1] Ch.i III, 5.9). This fact is usefttl to prove
the following technical assertion:
,
3.02. Lemma. FoJt each a c A and each x c X
lIa+m(x)~ = inf II(l+t)2 a~.
tE:x
2Proof. Given t c x we have (l+t) a-a =
= t(2a+ta)e:: x A~m(x) A = m(x), I.e. (l+t)2 a is
a representative of the coset a+m(x). Hence
Ila+m(x>l' ~ II(l+t)2 a ] (for arbitrary t c x L, that
is Ila+m(x)/1 ~ inf II(l+t)2 a II.
tt:x
To obtain the opposite inequality we identify
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A with few) via the isomorphism ¥. Then x (resp.
m Ix ) ) is identified wi h Lf x ) =: {CPt:: cr x : ,p ( )=o}
(resp. J(x) - {ex~ r(n):ex(x) :: 0). Not'ng that
atm(x) :: ,(x), what we~want is
II ex( x ) II >;. in f II ( 1 + lP) 2exII • for
'~I (x )
a £f ( rr ) , x c x ,
fix E > 0 and 1 e tV:: {y Eo X :lI a. ( y )II < II ex( x ) ~tE } •
Then V is open and contains x and so there
exists a 1/J;£ C(X) with 0 ~ l}' .", 1, 1/J(x) :: 1 and
s u p p ~i £; V •
Ta 1< e "P = l~'- 1 ; the n 'P ( x ) :: /if;;) -1 :: 0, a ,e .
'9€. I (x) . Moreove:r-:
if Y c V, and is a if y ¢ v .
So II(lt'P(y»2cdy)II<~a(xn+E for all s e: X, t hat
i s II ( 1+ \P) 2all~ 11 a (x )II t E:. The n i n f II ( 1t i' )2a ~ ~
lfH ( x )
Ila(x)II+E and since E was arbitrary we conclude
t hat i nf 1\ ( 1+ if) 2a II ~ II (l ( x ) II . ~
'flE.I ( x )
3.03. Let (E,n,X) (or simply w) be a field of




normed spaces in which each fiber
is actually a Hilbert module over the
-l( ) . dE :: IT .. x. The 1nner pro uct on
x
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each fiber is denoted by one and the same symbol
<I> .
The 6ield ~eala4 multiplieation can be defi-
ned in the subspace
EVF = {(e,f)£ E x F:Tr(e) = p(f)}
follows:
of E x F as
E v F -..F , (e,f) 10+ ef •
We also define a 6ield inne4 p~oduet <I> by
(f,f') I-+- <flf'>
3.04, yefinition. If the f!e~d scalar multipl!
cation and inner product are contin~ous the pair
(Tr,p) is said to be a 6ie,eJof H1.lbe4t module~.
When each stalk
E = Ie fpr allx
6iela of Hilbe4t ~paee~.
F is a Hilbert space, i.e.
x
x e X, we say that (Tr,p) is a
As in 3.01 (i) we can prove that the Banach
. bspace r (p) (see 3.01(ii» is a topological
rb(1T)-module.
Given a,TE:rb(p) the map X -.. F" F,
X~ (a(x),T(X» is continuous and so the conti-
nuity of the field inner product implies the con-
tin uitY 0 f the map [a IT]: X -.. E g iven by
[aITJ(x) = <a(x)IT(X». This map is clearly a




hence [aIT] €: rb(1T)p Thus we have a map [ I J:
rb(p) x rb(p) ~ rb(1T) and we readily check that
bthis is an inner product on r (1T).
3005. Proposition. The ~pace rb(p) i~ a Hilbe~t
module ove~ rb(1T).
Proof. We only need to show that rb(p) is co~
plete with respect to the norm ~ ~1 induced by
[1]0 Since it is complete with r~spect to the norm
~a~ :: sup~a(x)~ (see 3.01 (ii», it is enough
x::: X
to show that these norms coincide. 'take o c rb(1T):
2 .' .




2 2 i:: sup ~cr(x)1 :; (supllcr(x)O = IleJII .•
xLX x~X
We will write <I> instead. of [IJ .
3.06. Definition. The rb(1T)-Hilbert module
rb(p) is called the Hilbe~t module a~~ociated with
the field of Hilbert modules (1T,p).
In this sections we will associate a canonical
field of Hilbert modules to each A-Hilbert module
*Ho The C -algebra A is supposed to have an iden
tity and the notation is that of 3.01; in order to
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avoid confusion between eliments of X and elements
of H the latter will be denoted by u~v~ ••. ~tco
Fix x c x • We will write Hx instead of Hm(x)
(see 2.07)~ in other words H "'{u€.H:<ulu>e::m(x)},x
Since H ~ A~ u~ <ulu> is continuous (2.14) and
m(x) is closed, H is closed. Then the quotientx
H/H is a Banach space with respect to thex




On the other hand, in 2.08 we defined an inner
product on H/H with values in
x
inner product induces a norm on
A/m(x) and this
H/H which we willx
c a 11 II. II. 0
.1
3" 0 7. Lemma 0 The. noltm-6 II II an d II II, co ine.ide.q 1
Proof 0 Take ~€.H/H arbitrary and let u €: ~,x
i.e. u+H = ~ 0x
2
a) ~~~i = ~<tlt>~=~<ulu>+m(x)l= inf{~<ulu>+t~
t E: m( x ) } ~ ~< u I u > II = II u 12 ,
t h u s II t I. ~~u ~, for any u ct. It foIl 0 W s that
1
II t II· ..c5 in fq u ~:u E: t } = II til.
1 q
b) Now take E > 0 arbitrarily and let
a = < u I u > (C A) ; the n II t II ~ = II a +m (x >I and we can
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use 3.02 to produce an element t E: x such that
'~(1+t)2 a~ < ~~~~ + E. Define Vo = (1+t) u,a
so that Vo - U :: t u c x H ~ mf x J H ~ Hx (by 2.07 (ii»;
thus Vo C l;
Furthermore:
+ £. ~
Hence inf{lIv~2:VE: t;} .~ 1It;/1: + E
).
was ar-b Ltrary , inf {lIvll2 : VE:.l;}
II ( II = i nf n v ~ : v t;}.,~ Ill; l, . ,q . 1
and, since E> 0
~ Ill; II ~ • Then
).
Since there is no danger of confusion 'we will
write 1111 for ~ Ilq(=~ Iii) •
3.08. Propos i t ion. t o« any x ~ X .the qu.ot.[en.t
HIH ~~ an A/m(x)-HilbeJr..t module.x
Proof. The only detail to check is complete -
ness of H/Hx ' but this follows from the lemma and
the fact that this quotient is a Banach space. ~
Let us proceed to define a field wh ., s t -Lk n are
precisely the Hilbert modules H/Hx; we suppose
these are pairwise disjoint If not we could re-
place HIH by {xl x HIHx x
Let r :::U
XE:X
H/B x and p be the s
2.
jection given by whenever f £ H/H •x
For each u E:. H the map
u x ....F x -. u+H x
is a section of po. Let H == {~: u E: H}
Now we will apply the machinery developed by
Dauns and Hofmann in [1] to construct the so ca-
lled canonical 6ield associated with H and the
family {H: x€X} 0 According to [1] c h , II,
x ,.
1.15 there are unique weakest topologies N(H)
and T(H) on F and X respectively making
Po: F ....X into a field of normed spaces with
"bH<;r (po).
,.
A subbasis for T(H) is given by the sets of the
form
{xE:X: Uu(x>l < £}, UE:H, e > 0 •
,.
A basis for N(H) is given by the sets
7£(U)(lFV ' uE:H, e > 0, V~T(H)·
3.09. Lemma. The topology T(H) on X i~ con-
tained in the o~iginal topology 06 x.
Proof. Fix u c H and£>O aIidlet
a :: < U I u > (E: A ) • Sin cell u( x )I :: IIu + HI:: II < u I u >x
+ m (x ) II~:: ~a+m (x )II :: II ~ ( x ) II the n {x ~ X: IIu ( x )i< e } ::
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:; {XE:x:II~(x)II<e:} is open in X because va is
upper semicontinuous. This shows that any subb~sic
set of T(H) is open in the original topology of
X and the lemma is proved. a
This lemma allows us to apply the process ~en~
tioned in 3.01 (iv): We refine the topology T(H)
up to the original t o'p.oLo gy of X and take as new
open: sets, in F those of the form ,W,nFV c where
"W c N ( H ) and V is 0p eni n X. .Then a basis .for .
the new ~Dpol~gy on F is given by the sets
" u c H ,, e: > 0, V open in x.
-.
Let p be the map Po when we consider F with the new
topology ( and X with its original topology).
Then p: 'F + X is a field of normed spaces and
rb(po) is a ~losed subspaces of rb(p) = r(p).
Thus we also have
,.,
H ~r (p ) •
Given an A-Hilbert module H we have construct
ed two fields :
...(i) The field of eft-algebras ~ = (E,n,X) describ~d
in 3.01. Its fibers are E = A/m(x), x E: X."
x'
(ii) The field of normed spaces p= (F,P~X) descri
bed above. For each x E: X the fiber F = H/Hx ,x
is a Hilbert mod u Le over E .x
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3.10. Proposition. The pai~ (w,p) 14 a 6ietd
06 Hitbe~t modute4o
Proof. According to Definition 3.04 we must
show that the £ield scalar multiplication and inner
product are continuous.
(a) Fix (eo,fo)~ Ev F and let Xo = 7T(eo) = p(fo)
= p(eofo). Take a c A (r-esp . u c H) such that
~(xo) = a+m(xo) = eo (resp. Q(x) = u+Hxo = fo )
and set v = au then O(xo) = au+Hx = a+m(xo»o
(u+Hx ) = eofo. Thus a basis for the neighbor-o
hoods of eofo£F is given by all the sets
~(O)nFV ' where· e > 0 and V is a neighbor-
hood of x in ~. Now fix e: and V.
Por (e,f) ~ E v F let x = 7T(e) = p Ief ) and
suppose that ce ~,(a)()Eu and fE: ~(Q)nFu •
where 0 > 0 and U is neighborhood of x con-
tained in V. Tben:
II e f -V. [o ( e f )] II = II e f Lv ( x )II = II ef -~ (x ) U ( x )I~Ie -a ( x )I
(~f-G(x)I+~G(x)1 )+I'(x)~lf-G(x)lco(o+IG(x)1
+11~(x)1 ), and this will be < c if we choose 0
and U carefully enough (for example, let U1 =
{x c X : IIG(x>!l < ~G(xo)1 + 1} , U2 = {XE: X
II a ( x ) II < II a ( x0 ) II + 1 l , U = U 1 (1U 2 n Van d ta ke
o < 0 '1 such that 0 < e: (~G(xo)I+~a(xo)~+3)-1).
Then imply
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lIef-v[p(ef)] ~ < e and x = p(ef)~ V, that is
efE:.~(~)nFv. q v e v d ,
(b) Fix (fo,go)€: FvF and let Xo = p(fo) =
p (go) = TT«folgo»' Take u,v c H with 'l< Xo ) =
= u+H = fo and v(xo) = v+H = go and setXo Xo
a :: <ulv> ; then ~(xo) = a+m(xo) ;:; <ulv>+m(xo) =
=<u+Hx IV+Hx >= <folgo>. Thus a basis for theo 0
neighborhoods of <folgo>CE is given by all the
sets ~(~)nEv where (; > 0 and V is a neigh-
borhood of Xo in X. Now fix (; and V.
For (f,gh: FvF let x = p(f) :: peg}
:;;TT«flg» and suppose that fi: v~(O)nFu and
crg E: !cS(v)(JFU ,where 0 > 0 and U is a n e Lg h bo r
hood of Xo contained in V. Then
II < fig> -~ [TT« fig> )] II :: II < fig> -~.(x)II:: II < fig> -<G ( x ) I v ( x )> II
~ II < f -u ( x ) I g > II + II< u ( x ) I g - v ( x ) > lk IIf -u( x ) I ( IIg - v ( x ) 1\ ,
+IIv ( x H )+ IIu ( x )II b - v ( x ) II ~ cS(0 + IIv ( x ) II+ IIu ( x ) II) < £
(under suitable choice of 0 and U). Moreover,
x :: TT(< fig> )c V •
3.1j. Definition. The pair (TT,p) is called the
6ield 06 Hilbe~t module~ ~~~ociated with the A-Hil-
bert module H.
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be a Hilbert module over a
B) with identity. A Hilbert
H onto K is a pair (~,T)
TH -+ K
lfl *where T la a C -algebra isomorphism of A onto B,
and T is such that for all a E: A and u,v ~ H:
(i) T{au+v) = ~(a)Tu + Tv (i.e. T is ~-linear),
(ii) ~p{<ulv» = <Tu/Tv> (I.e., T "preserves"
inner products)
(iii) T(H) = K (i.e. T is surjective).
Note that, because of (ii) ,~u~2=~<ulu>I=~~«ulu»~
=~<Tul Tu>ij=~Tu~2 ~.e. T is an isometry. In
particular, T is injective.
Given a Hilbert module H over A, let (rr,p)
be its associated field of Hilbert modules. Write
'P(resp. T) for the map v (resp. "), I.e.
\ A -+ f{n) , H -+ f(p)
."a 1--+ a "U H- U
\ We know that ~ is a C*-algebra isomorphism. More-
over, for any x in X:
(i) T(au+v)(x) = (au+v)"(x) = au+v+H = (a+m(x»
x
\.
(u+H )+(v+H ) = ~(x) G(x)+9(x) = (lo+v)(x)x x
= ('(a) Tu + Tv)(x). Then T(au+v) = ~(a) Tu+Tv.
(ii) ~«ulv»(x) = <ulv~ (x) = <ulv>+m(x)
= <u+H IV+H > = <OIO>(x) = <TuITv>(x).x x
Hence ~«ulv» = <TuITv> .
3.12. The Representation Theorem. Any Hilbe~t
module i~ i~omo~phie to the Hilbe~t module 06 all
eontinuou~ ~eetion~ in the 6ield a~~oeiated with
it.
Proof. Let A = {u:uE:H} = T(H). This is a
f(n)-submodule of f(p) (because T is ~-linear)
and it is closed because H is complete and T
is isometric. Thus, the proof of the theorem re-
""duces to show that H is dense in f(p).
Take o c f(p) and E > 0 arbitrary. For each
x c: X let u E: H be such that U (x) = cr(x) andx x
let V ={yE:X':; : IIcr(y)-u (y) II< E}. Sincex x
{V : x E: X} is an open covering of X, there existx
xl" •• ,xn E: X such that X = v1U... UVri (where
V. = Vx. ) . We can also find f1, .. ·,fnE: C(X) with1 1 n
0 ~ f. ~ 1, supp f.e V . and E f. = 1 ; since
1 1- 1 i=l 1
v f(lT) vf.l belongs to = A we can choose a.F- A
1
such that a. = f .•l
1 1
Define v. = a.u.(E:H),
1 1 1
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"'"if v:: vi +000+ Vn(£H) we have ~~ Hand








Thus II a -~ II < e 0
in rea) 0
"-This proves that H:: T(H) is
dense ABut H is closed so it has to
coincide with r(a)o
Then (~, T) is a Hilbert module isomorphism
of the A-Hilbert module H onto the r(n)-Hilbert
module r(p)o II
This theorem provides an approach to the study
of Hilbert moduleso It is particulary useful when
the stalks in the associated field are somewhat
simpler or well known. This is the case when A is
commutative because then the stalks become ordinay
Hilbert spaces :
3.130 Corollaryo (The commutative case)o 16 H
~4 a H~lbe~t module ove~ a commutat~ve c*-aigeb~a
A w~th ~dent~ty then ~t~ a~~oc~ated 6ield p ~~ a
6~eid 06 H~ibe4t ~pace~ who~e ba~e ~pace ~~ the
36
maximal ~deal ~pace 06 A, and H ~4 i4omo~phic to
the H~lbe~t module 06 ali continuo~ ~ection4 06 p.
***
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